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10503 Dubbo, NEW SOUTH WALES

Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

Based on ASGS 2011
© Commonwealth of Australia, 2010
Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

10604 Upper Hunter, NEW SOUTH WALES

Based on ASGS 2011
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Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

10702 Illawarra Catchment Reserve, NEW SOUTH WALES

Based on ASGS 2011
© Commonwealth of Australia, 2010
Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

11001 Armidale, NEW SOUTH WALES

Based on ASGS 2011
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Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

11401 Shoalhaven, NEW SOUTH WALES

Based on ASGS 2011
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Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

12101 Chatswood - Lane Cove, NEW SOUTH WALES

Based on ASGS 2011
© Commonwealth of Australia, 2010
12404 Richmond - Windsor, NEW SOUTH WALES

Statistical Areas Level 3 & 2

Based on ASGS 2011
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